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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

     The researcher's transcript then found two aspects of conversational analysis, Turn-

Taking and Adjacency Pairs, that play a role in the conversation's success. Successful in a 

sense, several types of adjacency pairs can achieve social action desired by both speakers. 

By finding a solution to the problem of discussions.  

5.1 Conclusion 

     Turn-taking to a podcast talk show conversation involving a podcast owner and a doctor. 

The two most frequently used adjacency pairs found in conversations in the podcast talk 

show are assessment-agreement / disagreement and question-answer / unexpected answer 

or non-answer. These two types occur most often because, during the conversation the 

topics brought up were about the current state of Indonesia which hits by Covid-19 which 

has changed economic, educational, and social conditions. Where these two types play an 

important role in harmonizing opinions, confusing and unclear news also inform the reality 

of occurrences that were rarely known before. Both types of adjacency pairs played a role 

in performing social actions; these types also helped to achieve the social action goals of 

the talk show podcast. This social action led to both parties reaching out to find solutions 

during the pandemic. A solution to the government not only emphasizes the Indonesian 

people to do vaccines but also to feed the Indonesian people whose economy has fallen and 
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made some people unable to eat. Adhering to health protocols when going outside, 

entertainment venues or gyms are open, and a high standard of protocols strictly upholds. 

 

5.2 Suggestions 

     The author examines the conversational analysis that only focuses on adjacency pairs, 

one of the CA types of machinery to find social action. It would be more interesting if other 

types of machinery use interruptions, repair, gaps, pause, and overlap to research in future 

CA studies by further researchers. 

     The writer admits that this research is far from perfect. Transcripts made by the author 

only focus on one aspect that can be said to be limited. Overall, this study suggests that 

future researchers consider involving more extended data of conversation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


